Pricing
Non-cultured
Spore traps
Tape lift/bulk sample identification
Tape lift quantitative count

1-2 days

$45.00

6 hours

$67.50

1-2 days

$25.00

6 hours

$37.50

1-2 days

$25.00

6 hours

$37.50

Culture plates

7 days

$45.00

Swab or bulk analysis

7 days

$45.00

Cultured

Miscellaneous
Zefon Air-O-Cells

$8.00 ea.

Media, swabs, containers

No charge

Fiberquant is open from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
excluding holidays. Weekend and after-hours services are available upon
request for a nominal lab-opening fee.

Microbiological
Services

About us:
◊fungal culturing, spore trap, bulk, tape lift, and dust sample analyses
◊reliable turn-around times
◊successful EMPAT participation (accreditation pending)
◊all analysts hold at least a bachelor’s degree in science
◊electronic reporting available
◊competitive pricing

Quality Control and Technical Competence:
◊We believe in the importance of quality control to monitor our competence to provide consistent,
reproducible data.
◊10% of all samples are re-analyzed
◊reference samples are analyzed weekly by all analysts and spore counters – cultures from our
◊certified fungal strain collection, and also spore trap reference slides
◊round robin sample exchange program for spore traps initiated by Fiberquant

Why we are different than other
laboratories:
◊We believe in controlled growth. We hire
quality employees, train and qualify each one
extensively before they are authorized to
analyze, and keep the employees we have.
◊We have taken the lead in the industry in the
use of an industrial hygiene approach to
laboratory quality control.
◊We do not sacrifice accuracy for profit. In an
industry where some labs count at medium
magnification and some labs count at high
magnification, we count at both magnifications,
to achieve the best of both procedures.
◊We never compensate analysts on the basis
of speed or quota, but rather on their quality
and experience.
◊We encourage and support continuing
education and conference attendance for all
technical staff.
◊We do not train, consult or do field work.
Our sole goal is provide scientifically defensible
data.
◊We offer the convenience of one-stop
shopping by offering asbestos and lead
analysis as well as fungal analysis.

